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For over four decades, Buxtons had been all around and they are very proud to be able to offer their
range of forestry equipment online. They also bring expertise from their base in Staffordshire to
customers all over the country. Their forestry supplies include a broad range of machinery just like
chainsaws from Stihl and Husqvarna, these are the equipment used as well as respected by the
professionals. In order to accompany this range of machinery, you will also need some safety gear
which they supply a great deal of. With this, it would be great if you are going to take your pick of
chainsaw trousers, jackets as well as gloves and more in order to keep you safe in your work.  	

Protective chainsaw trousers must ranks as one of the most priorities when it comes to the forestry
supplies and safetywear as well. Among these, it is said that the Stihl Advanced Type A chainsaw
trousers are a great example of how far a certain protective wear has come. Including an exclusive
layering system as well as a newly developed outer material that came from Schoeller, these
trousers are actually more comfortable for those who are going to wear it, and less heat is also
produced because of the thinner cut protection. They are not only going to provide you high-end
boots for climbing and chainsaw work, but standard work boots as well. With these products, you
can be sure that Buxton's are always there for all your aborist supplies.

The selection of Stihl electric chainsaw from Buxtons covers light as well as general purpose such
as the MS181 and MS290 through to specific forestry use of the Stihl MS200 and MS800 as well.
Each of these models have also their own features and benefits. Among all of the models in the
range, the Ematic chain lubrication system certainly improves upon the lubrication of saw chain links
and guide bar rails as well, another advantage of Stihl's constant research and development. Other
than that, because of the reason that they are an approved dealer with Stihl, you can be sure that
they can provide you with only the best quality forestry equipment around and could give you the
right support for it.

There is really no denying that the expansive collection of products from Buxton's is truly an
amazing resource of the tree surgery equipment. Aside from their impressive range of chainsaws
and power tools, they also supply tools as well as accessories for their upkeep and maintenance,
which includes replacement bars and chains. They also supply a massive range of tree surgery
equipment

that surely covers your requirements from climbing and ascending gear, attachments, as well as
accessories, power tools to hand tools. Everything that you needed regarding with this matter can
be found in this store, so start shopping now for your own safety and convenience.
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